Simon-Pierre Chevarie-Cossette (UNINE) — 06/03/24
Two Problems with Bullshitting

Miloud Belkoniene (UZH) — 13/03/24
Moral Intuitionism: Between Reasons and Inclinations

Léna Mudry (UZH) — 20/03/2024
Suspension of Judgment, Inquiry and High Stakes

Vera Hoffmann-Kolss (UNIBE) — 10/04/24
Degrees of Causation

Mario Schärli (Princeton) — 17/04/24
Kant on Merely Possible Objects — ONLINE!

Anthony Taylor (UNIFR) — 24/04/24
Usurping Official Power

Bruno Cortesi (UNIFR/Pavia) — 01/05/24
On the Supposed Metaphysical Neutrality of the Phenomenological Approach — ONLINE!

Claire Field (UZH) — 08/05/24
The Value of Incoherence

Julien Bugnon (UNIFR) — 22/05/24
Is Phenomenological Reflection A Priori? — ONLINE!

Wednesdays, 5:15-7pm
Salle Jaeggi MIS04 4112

Hybrid Event - Online Access!
Website: www.exre.ch
Everyone is welcome!